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Process for the site-directed integration of DNA
into the genome of plants

Field of the invention

The invention is in the field of recombinant DNA. More
in particular, it is related to modified plants,
processes for the site-directed modification of the
genome of plants, and DNA constructs used therein.

15 Background of the invention
During the recent years, techniques have been
developed, for the genetic manipulation of plant cells
and the regeneration of these plant cells into
transgenic plants, on the one hand, direct DNA
transformation of plant protoplasts may be used for
the introduction of the desired DN^ ihto plant cells.
For this purpose, several methods are available, e.g.
Ca/PEG (Krens et ai. , 1982; Negrutiu e£ al, 1987),
electroporation and microinjection (Crossway s£ al.

,

1986). Using the recently developed microprojectile
method (Klein et al, 1987) also intact plant tissues
may be transformed with 'naked' DNA. On the other
hand, the desired DNA may be introduced into the plant
cell using the natural DNA transfer system of

20

25
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2

Acrrobacteriuia tuntefaciens and Aorobacterium rhizoqenes

bacteria (for review, see Klee et al. / 1987)

•

Aarobacterimn tumefaciens and Aarobacterium

5 rhizoaenes. after attachment to the plant cell wall,

are capable of transferring a piece of DNA to the

plant cell. Such a piece, the transfer-DNA (T-DNA) , is

as T-region part of a large plasmid (190-240 kbp) in

the bactefiim, which is called the Ti-plasmid in the

10 case of AVtumefaciens and Ri-plasmid in the case of

A^rhizooenes, The T-DNA becomes integrated into the

nuclear genome of the plant cell (Tomashow et al.

.

1980; Chilton e£^.
, 1982). Genes residing in the T-

DNA are expressed in the plant cell and cause the
15 latter to behave as a tumor cell (Ooms et , 1981;

Willmitzer gt\al- / 1982a+b)

•

In addition to the genes that are responsible for

tumor induction also genes are present on the T-DNA
which take care of the production of so-called opines.

20 Opines, like octopine and nopaline, may serve as

energy, nitrogen and/or carbon source to

Aorobacterium, The enzymes that are needed for the

catabolism of these opines are encoded by genes that

reside on the Ti- (Ri-) plasmids (e.g. Bomhoff et al.

,

25 1976; Kerr and Roberts, 1976; Hooykaas et al. , 1977).

Depending on the opine production, the Ti- and Ri-

plasmids are classified into groups (for example

octopine or nopaline plasmids)

.

The T-region is confined by two imperfect direct

30 repeats ofS2 5 -base pairs, also called 'borders' (Yadav

et al. , 1982; Zambryski efe al. , 1982; Gielen et al.

,

1984; Slightom &t al- / 1985). The presence of these

borders in -cis is a prerequisite for correct transfer

of T-DNA («^g et ai, , 1984; Peralta and Ream, 1985).

Ir: '--^SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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The presence of the right border is necessary for the
efficient T-DNA transfer (Ooms et al/, 1982; Shaw et
al., 1984b; Wang et al. , 1984). Depending on the test
system it was found that deletion of the left border
in some experiments does (Bakkeren et al. , 1989)
whereas in other experiments does not lead to a lower
frequency of T-DNA transfer to the plant cell (Hille
et al., 1983a; Joos et al. , 1983). Next to the right
border a sequence is present that significantly
increases the . efficiency of T-DNA transfer (Peralta gt
ai., 1986; Van Haaren et ai. , 1986, 1987; Wang gt al-

,

1987). The action of this 'enhancer' element is
independent on position or orientation with respect to
the right border (Van Haaren gt al, 1986)". From
experiments with synthetic borders it appeared that
the right and left border sequences are inter-
changeable and, consequently, the 'enhancer',
determines which border sequence becomes the dominant
right border (Peralta g£ si., 1986; Van Haaren efc al., /

20 1987) .

—
In addition to the T-DNA, there are virulence genes
that on the one hand reside on the chromosome, on the
other haiid on the Ti-plasmid (Vir-region) . These genes
are involved in attachment of the bacterium to the
plant cell and in the transfer process of the T-DNA to
the plant cell (for review see Melchers and Hooykaas,
1987)

.

15

25

30

All the gene transfer systems mentioned above have in
common the disadvantage that the site of integration
of the transforming dna is unpredictable. Thus, as
with the other plant transformation techniques
mentioned above, the DNA that is intr duced into the
plant cell via AarobactPT-i»^ appears to become

SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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integrated at random locations in the genome (Chyi et

al. 1986; Wallroth et al. , 1986; Spielman and

Simpsonj^ 1986) . In certain situations, however, it is

desirable or even necessary to determine the site of

5 integration beforehand • Thus , the gene to be

introduced might be targeted to a location where the

desrred regulation of expression is guaranteed. Also

the newly introduced DNA could be used to mutate or

inactivate a specific plant gene.

10 Several methods have been described to integrate DNA

sequences into the plant genome in a site-specific

manner. These methods are all based on a mechanism

known as homologous recombination.

15 Homologous recombination is a process that occurs very

efficiently within bacteria and yeasts. In these

organisms it is used for site-directed integration of

newly introduced DNA (Ruvkun and Ausubel, 1981; Orr-

Weaver et al., 1981). In yeast it was found that DNA

20 moleculesy linearized in the area of homology with DNA

integrated into the genome, recombine with a 10-1000

fold higher frequency. More recently, also in

mammalian cells homologous recombination between

genomic and newly introduced DNA was found to occur

25 (Smithies et al. , 1985; Thomas and Capecchi, 1987;

Song et al. , 1987; Baker et al. , 1988; for recent

review see Capecchi, 1989) . Also in these systems it

appeared that upon co-transformation of two defective

mutants linearisation of one of the mutants in the

30 region of -homology resulted in - on an average - a 10-

fold higher recombination frequency (Kucherlapati et

al. , 1984}

.
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Recombination between two homologous DNA molecules,
after their simultaneous introduction into a plant
cell, has been reported by Wirtz et , 1987.
European patent application (EP-A-0 317 509) discloses

5 a method for the integration of DNA sequences into the
genome of plants through homologous recombination.
According to the application the introduction of the
DNA construct into the plant host may occur by known
techniques, such as the Aarobacteri nm transfer system.

10 In the Examples, a direct DNA transformation method
(with "naked" DNA) was actually used to introduce the
incoming DNA into polyethyleneglycol (PEG) treated
tobacco protoplasts.

It was stated that modifications on exactly defined
15 locations in the plant genome could be obtained.

However, the results of the experiments, using
different defective APHII genes, conferring kanamycin
resistance, were not conclusive as to whether
restoration of the gene occurred on the desired locus

20 ("in situ"). In a later published article on the same
experiments by one of the inventors, Paszkowski et al.
(1988)

,
it was only assumed that restoration of the

defective APHII gene, due to homologous recombination
with the incoming defective APHII gene, could have

25 occurred on locus, "but further evidence to confirm
this was required".

There is still a need for an efficient method for in
situ modification of the plant genome and selection of
the desired mutants.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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STimmary of the invention

The present invention provides recombinant T-DNA
constructs which are useful for the integration of

defined mutations in desired locations of the plant

5 genome. The invention fxirther provides DNA-constructs
that enable selection of those plants that contain the
defined^ mutations on the desired genomic location.

These constructs are especially useful if the
integrated mutation is' phenotypically difficult to

IQ detect The invention also, provides methods to

integrate DKA sequences containing defined mutations
on desired locations of the^ plant genome, by
introducing these T-DNA constructs, to the plant cell
using :^tile DNA-transfer system --of Aorobacterium
tumefaciens

^
qt- species related thereto . Also vectors

are provided , containing said recombinant T-DNA
constructs, as well as bacteria' transformed therewith.

In a further aspect of the invention genetically
modified plants are provided, carrying defined

20 mutations in desired locations of their genome,

obtained by application of said recombinant DNA
construct. i

Detailed desciription

25 It was surprisingly found that two T-DNAs, containing
regions of homology, which are simultaneously
introduced into a plant cell, are physically capable
of homologous recombination^ Moreover, newly
introduced T-DNA, hereinafter referred to as the

30 'targeting construct', containing regions of homology
with the plant genome of the acceptor plant cell was
also foimd to be capable of recombination - with the
genomic DNA sequence, within the regions of homology.
In some cases the restor d phenotype, viz. kanamycin

35 resistance, was shown to be the result of restoration

?r SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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of the mutated locus, i.e. the plant had been modified
in situ, on the desired locus in the genome. The
desired locus will also be indicated hereafter as
•target locus' . ,

The recombined sequences in the plant genome appeared
stable and genetically inheritable.
The frequencies of recombination (compared with the
number of transfbrmants) found by. us for the
AqrobacteriuTT^ system are comparable with the
frequencies that were found by Wirtz e£ ai- , (1987)
and by Paszkpwski et al. , (1988) for the direct dna-
transformation method, using naked DNA.
The possibility to use the Acrrobacterium transfer
system to enforce homologous recombination in plant

15 cells was quite unexpected, in the light of the
structural properties of T-DNA, and the involvement of
proteins in the transfer proces. This is illustrated
by the following findings;
a) using the Agrobacterium transfer system, the

20 transforming DNA (T-DNA) is excised from the
transforming plasmid at the T-DNA borders, and
consequently, is not linearized within a region of
homology with the target locus, as is the case with
all naked DNA,

25 b) unlike with naked DNA, the T-DNA molecule was not
expected to be available for homologous recombination
due to its single-stranded nature and as a consequence
of the association with virulence proteins such as Vir
E (Gietl s£ ai., 1987; Das, 1988; Sen si Si- , 1989;

30 Citovsky g£ ai., 1988, 1989; CSiristie et al-, 1988)
and Vir D2. VirD2 is even known to be covalently
attached to the 5 'end of the so-called T-strand (Young
and Nester, 1988; Herrera-Estrella et al. , 1988; Ward
and Barnes, 1988). A model is described in which the

35 T-DNA is transferred to the plant cell as a single

SUBSTJTUTE SHEET
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stranded linear molecule {Stachel et al . , 1987.;

Albright iet al. , 1987) and in which single stranded-

DNA binding proteins possibly protect the DNA from

nuclease activity before integration into the genome

5 (Gietl St aJL. / 1987; Citovsky et .al. . 1988, 1989; Das

et al.^ 1988 ; Sen et al. , 1989; Christie et al. , 1988;

Young and Nester, 1988; Herrera-Estrella et al. , 1988;

Ward and BazTiieSf 1988)

.

c) the very high background that is to be expected^

10 due to the very efficient random integration of T-DNA;

this requires a rigorous selection mechanism to find

plant hosts with the proper integration^ (i.e. via

homologous recombination) in situ , while discarding

the non-transformed hosts, as well as the overwhelming

15 majority of the plant hosts having undesired random

integrations of the entire T-DNA in their genome.

Especially, when the desired mutations to be

integrated into the plant genome are difficult to

observe immediately (i.e. that have a phenotype that

20 can not easily be observed or screened for), this

poses a serious problem. In fact mamy in situ

modificatioTis are difficult to detect.

Although it was mentioned that Agrobacterium can be

used as DNA-transfer system to direct homologous

25 recombination, until now^ no results had been

reported, which is supporting the above mentioned

doxabts with respect to the suitability of the

Agrobacterium DNA-t-ransfer system for the site

directed mutagenesis of the plant genome..

30 Some of the advantages of the use of Acrrobacterium as

a DNA-tremsfer system to enforce site-directed

mutagenesis of the plcint genome over the use of naked

DNA transformation, eire, among others:

t • SUBST5TUTE SHEET
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1) Protoplasts are transformed Aarobacterium with a
considerably higher frequency than is possible when
using naked DNA transformation. From calli that were
regenerated from protoplasts of Nicotiana tabacum cv.

5 petit havana SRI , cocultivated with Aqrobacteriuiti

during 72 hours, 20-50% appeared to be transformed
(Van den Elzen et al. , 1985a; Depicker et al. , 1985) ..

Even if the recombination frequency with T-DNA would
be lower than the recombination frequency with naked

10 DNA, the percentage of cells that is transformed by-

homologous recombination could be higher due to a
higher transformation frequency using the
Aorobaeteriim DNA-transfer system.

15 2) Regeneration of protoplasts into plants is still a
problem for many plant species. This limits the use of
'naked' DNA-transformation, with which it is necessary
to work with protoplasts (except for the particle

~ bombardment technique, which may use regenerable plant
20 parts, however this technique causes a lot of

scrambling, and for this reason appears not very
useful for this purpose) . Furthermore, regeneration of
protoplasts into plants proceeds through a callus
phase. During such a phase somaclonal variation is

25 often observed. Somaclonal variation includes all
chromosomal rearrangements in mitotically dividing
tissue and results in chimaeric tissue. To obtain
transformed plants via AcrrobacteriTini

r no regeneration
of protoplasts is needed. Easily regenerable tissues
of the plant like e.g. leaf discs (Horsch gt al.

,

1985), potato tuber discs (Sheerman and Bevan, 1988)
or meristems (Ulian gt ai., 1988) can be used to
provide transformed plants after cocultivation with
Aqrobacterj.um. Shoots can also be regenerated with

35 reasonable frequency from leaf discs of tobacco plants

30
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that have been inoculated with A.rhizoaenes , Easily

regenerable plant tissue, that can be readily

tretnsformed using AorobacteT^i njn
^ can now be obtained

from many other plant species as well.

5

3) In contrast with integration of naked DNA, the

integration of the T-DNA is precise. With this is

meant that T-DNA copies often integrate intact and

that 'scrambling' hardly occurs (Hain et al. , 1985;

10 Czemilofsky gt ai., 1986; Deroles and Gardner, 1988).

Wirtz e£ .^ai. (1987) and Paszkowski et al (1988) find

rather complex integration patterns in the plant

genome, ^ their experiments, where they use naked

DMA-transformation to examine homologous
15 recombination.

4) Some naked DNA-transformation methods require so-

called carrier-DNA to increase the transformation

frequency. This carrier DNA might interfere with the

20 homologous recoiabination event. Besides, this carrier

DNA biecomes more or less randomly integrated into the

plant geinome (Peerbolte et , 1985) and,

conseqpiently, causes undesired mutations in the genome

of the hogit. The Aorobacterium system does not require

25 Ccirrier-DNA.

The attention for the Acrrobacteritom system fxirther

increased after it appecired that in addition to

dicotyledonous plants also monocots - among which

30 bulbous plants, asparagus and cereals - can be

. tramsformed -using Aorobacterium (Hooykaas-van

Slogteren ^ al. / 1984 ; Hemalsteens et al. , 1984

;

Graves and Goldman, 1986, 1987; Grimsley et al.

,

1987)

.
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In general it was found that two T-DNAs are capable of
homologous recombination within the plant cell. In
particular this was shown, for a model gene namely the
NPTII-gene, conferring kanamycin resistance (Km*") . The
NPTII gene is derived from the bacterial transposon
Tn5 (Beck et al.

, 1982) and codes for the enzyme
neomycin phosphotransferase. When the NPTII gene is
placed under regulatory signals derived from plant
genes (or Aorobacter -i t-DNA genes) , it can be
expressed after introduction in the plant cell and
provide resistance to the antibiotic kanamycin (Bevan
et al.

, 1983; Herrera-Estrella et al. , 1983) . Plant
cells are sensitive to kanamycin. Therefore, the gene
can be used as a selectable marker for transformed

15 cells or tissue slices. This Km"" gene is chosen as
model gene for the"' detection of homologous
recombination in plant cells, viz. protoplasts of
Nicotiana tabacum cv. petit havana SRI.
Upon separate transformation of T-DNAs containing a

20 defective NPTII gene, no Km"- protoplasts could be
obtained. However, simultaneous introduction of both
defective NPTII-genes by cocultivating tobacco
protoplasts with -two different AgESbacteriim
tumefaciens strains, each containing a different
defective NPTII-gene in a binary vector, resulted in
Km-" tobacco cells. These cells could be regenerated
into Km*" calli and subsequently, into Km*" plants.
Analysis at the DNA level confirmed that both
defective NPTII-genes complemented each other through
homologous recombination. Analysis at the protein
level also showed the recombination event had occurred
at exactly the correct site within the coding region
of the gene. The possibility that the recombination
event had taken place in AcrrobactPr -i nm was excluded by

35 control experiments.

25

30

SUBSTITUTE SHEET



This shows, for the first time, that homologous

recombination in a plant cell between two T-DNAs

sharing a region of homology is possible.

In aiTLOther experiment, a transgenic tobacco plant,

containing a defective NPTII gene in its genome was

transformed with a repair construct that was

introduced into -the plant cell using the Aarobacterium

DNA-transfer system. The repair construct also

contained a defective NPTII-gene mutated at a

different location within the gene. It was shown that

the mutation could be restored due to homologous

recombination between the newly introduced NPTII

mutant in. targeting construct and the mutant NPTII

gene residing in the plant- genome. Again,

recombination had occurred correctly, resulting in a

restored gene, encoding a fully active NPTII-enzyme,

that is identical to the wildtype NPTII product. Most

importantly, analysis at the DNA level revealed that

recombinatioh had occurred at the target locus,

resulting in restoration of the gene in situ .

In other ^cp^iments it has been shown that targeting
is also possible to sequences naturally occurring in

the plant genome (endogenous sequences) .

In these experiments an endogenous gene, viz. a member
of the rbc SSU multigene family, was selected as

target locus to investigate the possibility to mutate

endogenous sequences in situ via homologous

recombination. Genes of this family code for the small

subunit
; , of ribulose-1, 5-biphosphatecarboxylase/

oxygenase (rbcS) , a nuclear encoded chloroplast

localized protein involved in photosynthesis.

Expression -of the SSU genes is light-dependent.

Therefore two targeting-constructs were made, each

comprising a. different translational fusion between

the coding region of this rbcS gene, consisting of
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10

four exons and the coding region of the NPTII gene
(see figure 10). One .chimaeric gene, a translational
fusion in the secpnd exon of rbcs. codes for a protein
in which the transport peptide (involved in targeting
the Ebc gene product to the chloroplast) and the first
23 amino acids of the mature SSU protein are fused N-
terminally to NPTII. A similar fusion protein between
the transport peptide and the first 23 amino acids of,
the mature protein of the rb£S gene from pea and NPTII
has already been described and appeared functional
(Schreier gt al. , 1985). The other fusion gene codes
for a protein in which the transport peptide and 99
amino acids of the mature SSU protein of the N-
terminus of the NPTII enzyme are fused. Up' to 0.01% of

15 the transformed calli appeared km', which in most
cases appeared light-regulated, whereby some of the
SSU-NPTII fusion protein appeared transported to the
chloroplast. Analysis of the genomic locus at the DNA
level, using Southern blotting and PCR (Polymerase

20 Chain Reaction) analysis, revealed that the light-
regulated Kanamycin resistance of part, of the
transformed calli, indeed resulted from modification
of the target locus in situ , i.e. at the selected rbcS
locus.

25 The results of this experiment prove, that desired
mutations can be introduced in desired loci in the
plant genome, independent of the fact whether the

.
target-locus consists of a DNA sequence that is
exogenous or endogenous, via homologous recombination,

30 using T-DNA constructs. Furthermore, it nicely
illustrates

, that any functional part of a gene or an
entire gene, which is functional in combination with a
functional part of any other gene residing in a
selected target locus of the genome of the plant host
may be correctly fused to that part in situ , via35
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homologous recombination between the targeting

construqt: and the target locus, resulting in a

functional fusion of the two functional gene parts. In

its broadest perspective, the present invention

provides a imethod for manipulating in principle any

part of the plant genome, without chcinging the

location of that part of the genome.

In the expeariments mentioned above, the homologous

recombination events could be readily detected, since

the gene fragments sharing ' homology were able to

complement each : other, thereby conferring kanamycin

resistance to the host. However, in many cases, the

mutation one wants to introduce into the, plant genome

via homologous recombination, csin not be selected for

directly. For instance mutations such as exchange of

amino acids or altering codon usage of genes and the

like, may hot be readily detectable, and thus have to

be analysed on the DNA level. Such analyses may

involve, restriction mapping of the genomic DNA, PCR-

analysi^^^ and/or DNA-sequence analysis,

since, in these cases, it is very awkward, time

consuming^ .^ and expensive to screen all coincubated

cells for the desired recombination event on the DNA-

level, it is desirable to be able to select for

transformed hosts, using a positive selection marker,

such as cm antiobiotic gene or a herbicide resistance

gene and t^e like, which have a high probability of

being transformed through homologous recombination

instead of ramdpm integration at undesired locations

in the genome. Since the reuidom integration frequency

is known to be far greater than the frequency of

homologous recombination, a strong selection mechanism

is required to discard all those cells that have been

transformed through random integration. Therefore, it

is prefeirred, according, to the invention, that a

BUBSTiTUTE SHEET
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positive selection gene is used in combination with a
negative selection gene^ optionally two negative
selection genes, residing in the targeting construct,
outside the regions involved in the homologous
recombination event. The general structure of such a
T-DNA construct is outlined in figure 13A. The boxes l
and 7 each represent T-DNA borders, boxes 2 and 6 are
expression cassettes containing a negative selection
gene, box 3 and 4 contain sequences used for
recombination and mutation of the target locus, and
box E contains sequences involved in recombination
outside the target locus. The negative selection genes
serve to provide disadvantage (preferably lethality)
to the cells that have these genes integrated in their

15 genome in an expressionable fashion (e.g. in an
expression cassette, containing the structural gene
between the regulatory regions that are required for
proper expression in the plant host) . Accordingly, all
cells having the entire T-DNA randomly integrated in

20 the genome will be harmed ' or killed, due to the
presence of the negative selection genes. Only those
cells will survive that have the positive selection
gene integrated in their genome, while the negative
selection genes have been discarded as a consequence
of recombination within, the regions of homology, since
scrambling of T-DNA is known to occur at a
considerably lower rate as compared to naked DNA, the
combination of a positive selection gene inside the
regions of homology, and one, optionally two, negative
selection genes outside the regions of homology, has
special advantage if used in combination with the
Aqrpbacterinm DNA-transfer system. However, it may
very well work with, naked DNA too.
Since the property of intact integration (lack of
scrambling) will probably be connected with th fact

SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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that T-DNA is pacdced vith proteins, this system might

also work with T-DNA packaged in vitro , as well as

with naked DNA of other origin than Ti/Ri vectors,

that has been packed with DNA-binding proteins.

5 .

^

In accordance with the invention it is highly

preferred if the construct contains two T-DNA borders

in their most active orientation. However it is known

in the art that one T-DNA border is sufficient for DNA

10 transfer, and also borders can be used which are

synthetic or are integrated in the opposite

orientation with repsect to the wildtype situation.

The choice of the positive selection gene (contained

15 in box 5) is not critical with respect to the

invention as long as it is functional in the host, and

administered :to the plant host in an expressionable

fashion. The positive selection gene may be chosen

from the group including (but not limited to) NPTII-

20 gene (encoding resistance for kanamycin) , HPT-gene

(hygromycih; resitance) , the ALS gene (chlorsulphuron

resistance) > DHFR-gene (methothrexate resistance). In

order to express * these genes, strong constitutive

promoters may be used, such as the 35S, or the 19S

25 prompter derived from the cauliflower mosaic virus

(CaifV)., T-DK^A promoters from Acrrobacterium . but also

plant promoters, or any promoter which is functional

in the hotst. In general it is preferred that the DNA-

sequiences not meant to be involved in homologous

30 recombination do not have homology with DNA sequences

residing in the genome of the plcint. However in case

this is r required, the regions of homology not meant to

participate in the recombination event should be kept

as small -as possible, in order not to interfere with

35 the desired Te^^ event.
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The choice of the negative selection gene (contained
in box 2 and/ or box 6) is not critical to the
invention as long as it is functional in the plant
host, and administered in an expressionable fashion.

5 The negative selection gene may for instance be chosen
from the group consisting of aux-2 gene from the Ti-
plasmide of AorobacteriMTB

^ the TK-gene from SV40,
cytochrome f450 from Streptomvees griseolus . the Adh-
gene from Maize or Arabidot)sis . hut any gene encoding

10 an enzyme capable of converting harmless substances
into harmful substances may be used.
Parts 3 and 4 of the targeting construct are most
critical with respect to the invention.
In a first preferred embodiment of the invention,

15 mutations are introduced in a . selected locus
(hereinafter called the target locus) requiring that
the remainder of the sequence of the target locus
(i.e. on both site of the mutation to be introduced)
must be kept intact. Therefore, the sequence

20 immediately next to the mutation must also be provided
in box 4 of the construct. Thus, mutations may be
introduced inside functional genes, or functional
parts of genes, such .as regulatory regions, signal
sequence, sequences encoding parts (such as functional

25 domains) of the mature protein, or even introns, as
well as other functional target loci, not necessarily
encoding protein, without changing the sequence of the
target locus contiguous to the mutation. In this
situation both box 3 and box 4 will have homology with
the target locus, whereby box 3 serves to promote the
homologous recombination event, and is therefore
indicated hereinafter as the recombination box,
whereas box 4 comprises the mutation as well as the
sequences of the target locus that should not be

35 changed, indicated hereinafter as the complementing

30
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box. Since the complementing box can only be

integrated into - the target locus after homologous

recombination within the recoiabination box, the

probability of a recombination event within the latter

5 box should be favoured. It is well known that the

longer the region of homology the larger the

probability .of recombination in this region. It is

therefore preferred, that the recombination box be

sufficiently long to promote homologous recombination,

10 and furthermore, that it be significantly longer than
the complementing box. It should also be understood

that if the/ recombination box of the construct

represents the upstream (5') region, the complementing

box constitutes the downstream (3 region of the

15 target locus , and vice versa. Furthermore box 3, 4,

and E should have the same 5' to 3» orientation.

Most .dLmportantly, the order of boxes 3, 4, 5, and E

can not be changed in this embodiment of the

invention, although the entire fragment may be

20 inserted in th^ opposite orientation with respect to

the T-DNA borders. Likewise, also the entire fragment

including the negative selection markers may be

inverted with respect to the T-DNA borders.

25 In the constructs, the complementing box may carry

three kinds of., mutations, which per definition are

located immediately next to the recombination box.

These mutations comprise insertion of basepairs, which

may be from one to several thousands of basepairs , a

30. replacement of basepairs, not changing the number of

basepairs ^^f the target locus, or a deletion of

^.basepairs reducing the number of basepairs, which may

be 1 basepair
, or as much as several thousands of

basepairs of the target locus, or combinations of

35 th s .. ..
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15

It should be understood that the recombination box in
the construct does not necessarily have to start at
the precise beginning of the target locus as it is
defined. It might as well begin before or after the

5 start of the target locus. However, per definition, it
ends exactly at the point where the mutation of the
target locus must begin. The complementing box, per
definition, starts exactly with the first nucleotide
of the mutation, in the case the mutation is an

10 insertion or a replacement, but does not necessarily
have~ to end

.
at the last nucleotide of the target

locus, although also per definition, it includes the
last nucleotide of the target locus. In the case the

constitutes a deletion of basepairs, the
cbmpieinentihg box begins exactly where the deletion
ends. Of course, the complementing box may contain
more than one mutation, even more than one type of
mutation, if, in this case, the number of bases
separating the the different mutations is large with
respect- to the regions of uninterupted homology, it is
preferred that such mutations are integrated into the
plant genome one after the other, i.e. in different
transformation experiments.
In principle, an entire expressible gene may be
inserted into the target locus, which gene may itself
provide a selectable or screenable trait. In this case
box 5, representing an expressible positive selection
gene, may be absent in the construct. Consequently,
the need for a region of homology outside the target

30 locus (box E) is also lost.

In a second preferred embodiment of the present
invention, box 4 may represent a sequence that is
entirely non-homologous with respect to the target

35 locus. Thus, it may be an exogenous sequenc with

20

25
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respect, to .the host, for instance a sequence derived

from a different variety of the same plant species, a

different plant species, an organism, other than a

plant, a synthetic sequence, or a genetically

manipulate exogenous sequence, but also a sequence

that is endogenous to the plant host, derived from a

different locus of the host genome. In the latter case

the chances of undesired homologous recombination

should be minimized by reducing the length of box 4

with respect to box 3., As for the situation mentioned

above, box 5 may be absent if after recombination a

selectable or screenable trait arises, eliminating the

need for an additional selection gene and box £•

In a third embodiment of the invention, the site

directed mutagenesis of the genome merely aims at

total inactivation of functional genomic regions.

These fxmctional regions include, but are not limited

to, genes, regions involved in regulation of gene

expression, DNA replication, and the like.

Inactivatipn may be achieved by creating deletions

inside tiie target locus, replacements (e.g.

introduction of stopcodons) or insertions (e.g.

causing frameshifts and the like) , using any of the

constructs mentioned above. It will appear to an

expert, that in ;those cases the inactivation of the

target loctis. can be selected or screened for directly

due to the appcirent phenotype of the teurget locus,

there will be no need to provide for positive nor

negative selection genes . The construct may just

contain box 1, 3, 4, and 7, in which box 4 may contain

amy kixui of mutation that is suitable to inactivate

the target locus.
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A somewhat different targeting construct, indicated as
'iiisertion vector' is depicted in figure 13B.. In
addition to the construct outlined in figure 13A, this
construct may be used to introduce insertions (box I)

5 into the target locus. Here, Box 3 and 4 represent DNA
sequences homologous to the target locus, in which the
basepair sequences of the boxes still have the same 5«

to 3' order as in the target locus, but the entire
boxes changed places with respect to the situation in

10 the target locus. A functional alternative of the
construct depicted in figure 13B is one in which both
box 3 and 4 point to the other side.

Although targeting of endogenous DNA sequences is
15 - exemplified using a target construct in which the

promoter and part of the leader sequence of the small
subunit of the ribulosebisphosphate carboxylase (rbcS)
gene are comprised in the recombination box, it will
appear to an expert that in principle any part,
whether belonging to the regulatory elements of a
gene, the coding regions of a gene, or any other
sequence of any gene, gene fragment or different DNA-
sequence, may be used in the recombination box in the
targeting construct, in order to promote homologous'
recombination. To put it differently, any part of any
gene or any other DNA sequence may be mutated in an
exactly defined manner, provided the DNA sequence of
the regions immediately flanking the site to be
mutated is sufficiently known, using a construct as

30 depicted in figure 13A. The invention is not
restricted to loci of which the DNA sequence is known,
since the availability of new DNA-sequences is just a
matter of time.

Although the invention is exemplified with tobacco
protoplasts and plants, also protoplasts from other

20

25

35
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species can t>e transformed using this mettiod, both

zaonocotyledonovis and dicotyledonous, as well as other

pcirts of plants or tissues, e.g. tuber-discs, leaf-

discs, embryc^, pollen > meristems , and the like, as

long as theyccan be transformed with the Aorobacterium

transfer DNA-system. " Plant groups of special interest

in tlie light ; of this invention include but are not

limited to the Bolanaceae : Lecnminosae . Umbelliferae .

Cruciferae-. Compositae , Alliaceae . vitaceae >

Compositae , . Asparaaaceae . Chenopodiaceae . Liliaceae ^

Orchideaceae , Theaceae . Coffea , Cucurbitaceae ^ and the

like.

In principle, the naturally—occurring DNA-transfer

system of Aorobacterium could be used to practice the

invention, but the' size of the wildtype Ti- and Ri-

plasmids hampers the manipulation of the T-DNA using

recombinant DNA techniques. Therefore, modified

AoTobhctfyy^ np vector systems are used in genetic

engineering of plants. The plasmids that are subject

to genetic manipulation have been trimmed to a more

convenient size. With these so-called cointegrate

vectors, the foreign DNA (whether or not next to one,

or
. between: two borders) can, via siaall plasmids that

are capable of replicating in E.coli , be brought onto

the Ti^ or Ri-^lasmid by means of homologous

recombination (l(ille efe al. , 1983b; Barton and

Chilton, 1983; Zambryski et / 1983; Deblaere et

al. , .1985; Fraley et , 1985)

.

Especially preferred in accordance with the invention

is the so-called binary vector system, in which the T-

region is^wugried by the bineury vector, a plasmid

which is capabiiB of replicating in both E.coli and

A. tumefaciejis . while the Vir-r gion resides on a

helper Ti- 'or Ri-plasmid (De Framond et al. , 1983

;
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Hoekema §t ai. , 1983; Hoekema ai. , 1984a) . The T-
region now only contains border sequences between
which the genes that are to be transformed can be
cloned. Hereby the enhancer element is present next to
the right border.

Also when the T-DNA is located on- the chromosome of
AqrobacteriuTt^ it can be transferred to the plant cell,
provided that the virulence genes are present iji trans
in the same bacterium (Hoekema al. / 1984a)

.

When Ti- or Ri-plasmids are introduced into bacteria
that are related to Aarobaeterjuin. such as Rhizobium
(Hooykaas gt ai-, 1977) or Phvllobaeterium (Van Veen
et ai. , 1988) , then the T-region of these plasmids
appears still to be transferred to the plant cell,;

15 upon coincubation.

The system of ^gEofeasteEixim-mediated gene-targeting
may be applied, among others, for the is situ
modification of genes of interest, in the field of

,

20 human nutrition, food-processing, animal-fodder,
industrial non-food applicatibns and plant genes
related to environmental fitness.
The in sitii modifications of genes may affect any
aspect of gene functioning, regulation of gene

25 expression, or protein functioning.
Affecting gene functioning includes any mechanism of
complete inactivation of genes (including members of
multigene families or other sequences) the expression
of which is not desired. Such genes may be encoding
key-enzymes in metabolic pathways, such as fatty acid-
, carbohydrate-, or secundary pathways. Inactivation
of such genes may cause specific alteration of these
metabolic routes. Such alterations may be desirable as
to inhibit the formation of metabolites that are

35 unhealthy (such as specific alkaloids, and the like)

30
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lantasty, or* otherwise xindesirable. It may be very
advantageous to inactivate genes that are involved in

fruit ripping ; flowering, pollination, and the like.

Also genes may be inactivated in plants that are used
as raw material in food processing, production of food
ingredients, pharmaceuticals, or for industrial use
and^^the like.

The invention is also very useful for the inhibition
of the formation of proteins or polypeptides that are

themselves undesired, for instance those that are
toxic to hximans, domesticated animals and cattle, and
the like.

regulation of gene expression

In a slightly different embodiment of the invention
genes of interest may not be entirely inactivated, but
their regulatipn of expression modified. Such

modifications may involve non-modulated stimulation of

expression (overexpression)
, (partial) inhibition of

expression, responsiveness to certain internal
(hormones, metabolites) or escternal (heat, cold,

drought, light-intensity, day-length, tactile stimuli,

chemicals, pathogens) signals. For purposes of

simplicity regulation of gene expression includes also

protein-sorting (transport of proteins to specific

compartments of the cell, or the extracellular space)

.

It is known that certain DNA sequences are involved in

non specific stimulation or inhibition, other

sequences in responsive stimulation or inhibition of

gene expression . Many of such sequences such as

regulatory elements (including promoters,
transcription and translation enhancers, light-

responsive elements, and the like) , sequences coding
for signal peptides, organelle import domajLns, transit

peptides apd the like are known in some detail, and
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many more will come at hand in the near future. It has
been established that many of such sequences
constitute a functional domain of itself (i.e.
functioning irresponsive of other functional domains)

,

which creates the possibility to combine hitherto
nonexisting combinations of domains, thus altering
regulation ad libitum. However, it seems that genomic
localisation may play a significant role in the
regulation of newly introduced gene-constructs as
well, sometimes completely overruling other factors
affecting gene regulation. Sometimes, genes can not be
expressed in a specific plant host at all. This is one
of the major problems in genetic engineering of
plants. The present invention may help to solve this

15 problem in creating the possibility to target newly
introduced gene-constructs to genomic loci that have a
somehow predictable expression mode. For instance,
genes that need overexpression can be targeted now to
genomic loci that are known to be very active. In
order to achieve this highly active loci can be chosen
such as the loci on which some of the rbcS genes, the
chlorophyll a/b binding protein genes, and the like,
are located. The • DNA-seguences- of interest . may be
introduced with or their own regulatory elements, such
as promoters, enhancers, transcription terminators and
the like, or fused to the regulatory elements present
in the target locus.

The problem of poor expression also plays a role when
one wants to alter the structure of endogenous genes,
as to modify protein structure, or domains involved in
routing, without changing the genomic location.
Formerly, such genes were isolated and modified in
vitro, and subsequently reintegrated into the plant
genome using standard transformation t chnigues. By
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doing so; the altered gene-construct reintegrates

randomly into the plant genome, often losing its

specific regulation. Using methods provided for by the

present invention, the gene can now be modified ia
5 situ , with little chance to abolish its mode of

expression.

For . the excunple, the amino acid content of the encoded

protein can be chctnged by insertion, deletion and/or

substitution of amino acids following replacement of

10 some or all og the basepair sequence encoding for the

protein. Genes of particular interest are genes coding

for abiindant proteins like, seed storage proteins such

as zein, napin, phaseolin, storage albumin and the

like, of whicii t^e nutritional value can be raised by

15 introducing more essential amino acids, such as lysine

or tryptophane.

Furthermore, the invention can have considerable

advetntaga when used for the jji situ modification of

proteins
^
involved in some* form of environmental

20 stress. These genes often have a very intricate mode

of gene regulation which one might not want to disturb

by changing the genomic location of the gene, although

it mjgi^t :,be advantageous to change the protein itself.

For instance the mode of action, stability or pathogen

25 range of ci^ particular protein can be changed.

On the other hand mutations may be introduced into a

gene of interest expressly causing altered gene

expression at the protein level. This may be achieved

for instance by altering codon usage. These mutations

30 can be introduced using techniques very well known in

the airt. .

The following figxires illustrate the invention.
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figure ii

Construction of plasmids pSDM4 and pSDM7, which
contain the intact Km"" gene that is functional in
plant cells. These plasmids served as basis for the
construction of the different defective genes (figures
2, 3 and 5) . The following cloning steps are depicted
here: i) the transfer of the Bglll/gindlll fragment
from PMOGEN24 to pUCl2 (jfflamHIxaindlll)

, 2) the
replacement of the transcription terminator of the
nopaline synthase gene (3'NOS) with that . of the
octopine synthase gene (3«0CS), 3) the introduction of
a 8 bp synthetic DNA fragment (linker) containing a
JJhol restriction site at the ScoRI restriction site

15 and 4) the transfer of the §ueZ containing fragment
from plasmid ttVX to the BaffiHI site of pSDM4.
Abbreviations and symbols are explained in the legend.

Figure 2;

Construction of the defective Km'" genes 5'aI, 5aII and
3

'
Al starting from plasmid pSDM7 . The intact Km"" as it

present on pSDM7 is depicted linear. Beneath it the
defective genes are depicted with lines. The lines

25 indicate which DNA sequences of the intact Km"- gene
from PSDM7 are still present in the defective genes.
The 5'Al was obtained by replacing the 3&naIIl/Bcll
fragment, after filling in with Klenow-polymerase,
with an oligonucleotide of lO bp, on which an IcoRI
site (EcoRi-linker) is located. Replacement of the the
Tthlll.l/Bsil fragment after filling in with Klenow-
polymerase, with an EcoRl-linker (lo bases) resulted
in 5 'All. In 3'aI the 3' region of the Km'" gene till
the RsEii site was removed. The supF gene was cloned

35 distal from the mutant Km' gene. Abbreviations and
symbols are explained in the 1 gend.
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Ficnire 3;

Cloning, of the defective Km'* genes (see figure 2) as

Xhol/Hindlll fragment into the binary vector pSDMS

5 rxXhoI X Hindlll) . In this way the defective genes

were located next to the Hm'" gene between the T-DNA

border sequences (see figure 4) . The plasmid pSDM5 was

derived from pMOGEN24 by replacing the Sphl fragment

of PM0GEN24, after blvmt-ending with Klenow-

10 polymerase, / with a Xhol-linker (10 bp synthetic DNA

fragment containing a Xhol restriction site) • See also

legend.

Figure 4 :

15

Overview of the T-region of plasmid pSDMlOO on which

the intact Km*" gene is located • Beneath it, with black

lines is indicated which DNA-sequences of the T-region

of pSDMlOO are also present in the T-region of pSDM102

20 and in that of pSDMl04- See also legend,

Ficmre 5; -

Construction of the 3 • deletion mutants of the Km''

25 gene starting from the plasmid pSDM4. A 75 bp

Hindlll/BamHI fragment with synthetic octopine type

left border sequences was introduced behind the intact

Km*" gene on piSDM4, resulting in pSDMS. The sequence of

the fragm^t containing the synthetic left border is

30 shown in figuret 6. Through deletion of an EcoRV/BamHI-

or an EcoRV/RsrII-fraoment ^ respectively the plasmids

pSDMS* and- 3 •Alia were obtained. In this way the

intact or defective Km'' gene is located between border

sequences* In pSDM9 the 110 basepair Hindlll/Balll

35 fragment of the plasmid pHAL3912 (Hoekema et al.

,
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1985) was placed behind the Km'"-gene. This fragment
contains the wildtype octopine left border sequence.
The plasmids pSDM9* and 3«AlIb were obtained from
PSDM9 by deleting the AccI/BstEII fragment or the
AccI/RsrII fragment, respectively. The T-regions of
the plasmids pSDMS*, pSDM9*, 3 'Alia and 3«AlIb,were
transferred as IcoRl/Hindlll fragment to the binary
vector PLM997 (see figure 7) , resulting in the vetors
PSDM200, PSDM210, pSDM201 and pSDM211.

Figure 6:

The sequence of the synthetic ilindlil/BamHI fragment
on which the left T-DNA border of the octOpine type is

15 located. The recognition sites for different
restriction enzymes are indicated above and beneath
the sequence.

Ficnire 7:

Construction of plasmid pLM997. Plasmid pUl997 was
derived from pMOGEN24 by deletion of the Bglll
fragment carrying the T-DNA followed by the
introducion of a so-called polycloningsite (a

synthetic DNA-fragment containing several recognition
sites for restriction enzymes) in. the remaining Balll
restriction site. The EcoRl and Hindlll sites in which
the EcoRI/Hindlll fragments of plasmids pSDM8*,
pSDM9*, 3 'Alia and 3'AlIb were inserted, are indicated

30 with arrows.

Ficfure 8;

Illustration of the detection of recombination events
35 via Southern analysis and the polymerase chain
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reaction (PGR) . Genomic DNA of Km'" plant lines

obtaine^T-rircrii the cotransformation experiments was

digested visLth EcoRI/BclI and HindIII> The fragments

that were detected after blotting and hybridization

5 with the >fOCS- or the NPTII-probe are depicted • A 2.1

Kb fragment is indicative for the presence of a

repaired NPTIX gene. Digestion with Hindlll only

generates j\inction fragments (i.e. fragments that

contain the junction between plant DNA and the

10 integrated ^T-DNA copy). The number of Hindlll

fragments was used as an indication for the number of

T-DNA inserts in the plant genome.

PGR analysis using primers 2 and 3 was performed on

plantjp in which the 2.1 Kb EcoRI/BclI fragment was not

15 detected. The primers anneal within the regions that

are deleted in the defective NPTII genes. Only when a

repaired NPTII gene is present a 593 bp fragment is

amplified. Primers 2 and 3 are indicated in the figure

by arrows that point from the 5*- to 3 "-end.

20 sLB=synthetic left T-DNA border repeat; B=SclI;

E^Ecofll; H=HindIII.

Fiq^re 9 ;

25 Detection: of recombinants after Aorobacterium mediated

trcuisformatabn of protoplasts of the target line with

the T-DNA ;;ponstruct of pSDMlOl using the polymerase

chain reaction (PCR) . The target locus of the plant

line 104 (.1.6) is depicted as are the T-DNA constructs

30 of pSDMlOQ and pSDMlOl. The 20 basepair long

oligonucleotides 1 and 2 that were used in the PGR,

are indicated with arrows that point from the 5'- to

the 3 '-end.
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Figure lO;

A. The translational SSU-NPTII fusion constructs (see
example 9 and 11) . The constructs were cloned as
Sindlll or Ps£l/iiiridIIl fragment into the poly-cloning
sites of PIC20R, resulting in the plasmids pNTSSl,
PNTSS2, PNTSS3 and pNTSS4. pNTSSI contains the fusion
gene that consists of the complete sequence of the SSU
clone (Bindlll fragment) and has the 1690 bp lainHI
NPTII module from pSDM53 inserted in the 4th. exon.
The coding sequences of the SSU gene (exons) are
indicated with the boxes numbered 1 to 4. Non-coding
regions of the gene such as promoter, introns and
terminator are indicated by a single line. Construct
PNTSS2 was derived from pNTSSI and lacks the promoter
and part ,of the coding region up to the PstI site
(PI)

. Plasmid pNTSSB contains the complete SSU clone
that has the lalll/iajBHI NPTII module inserted in the
2nd. exon. pNTSS4 contains the prompterless fusion gene

20 of PNTSS3. Below the constructs the length of the
fusion genes is indicated in basepairs. From the pIC
plasmid the fusion constructs were excised as
Sail/Siol fragment and cloned in the Sall/Xhol sites
between the borders of the binary vector pSDM14,

25 resulting in pNTSSllA/B, pNTSS12A/B, pNTSS21A/B and
PNTSS22A/B. A/B indicates the orientation of the
fragment in pSDM14. Only the B orientation is shown
here. The construction of pSDM14 is depicted in figure
11. O.D.= overdrive sequence.

30 Restriction sites: Bl^lajiHI, B2=figlll , El=£c2Rl

,

Hl=HEaI, H3=HindIII, Kl=KDnI. Pl=PstI, Sl»SalI.
Xl=XhoI.

15
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B. The EcoRI/2aiaIIl fragment that was used to ?

construct pSDM53 was composed of 2 complementary

oligonucleotides (I and II) • The sequence of the ^

fragment is shown and restriction sites are indicated

5 above the sequence. Below the sequence the amino

acids of the translation product are given. The

nuihbers 2 and 3 below the amino acids refer to the

second and third codon of the NPTII coding sequence.

At the bottom of the figure the DNA and amino acid

10 sequence of the fusions between the coding regions of

SSU and NPTII are shown.

Figure 11: .

15 The constaniction of the binary vector pSDM14. See

example 10 for detailed description. See also the

legend.

Figure 12: -

20 .

Plasmid pNTSS512 contains an alternative T-DNA

construct to target the SSU locus in tobacco cells.

The construction of this plasmid is described in

example 12.; The boxefi 3' and 5' indicate the

25 downstream and upstream non-coding sequences of" the

aux-2 g^ef. The non-coding sequences of the SSU-gene

are indicated by a line and the coding regions (exons)

are depicted by the boxes 1 to 4. See also the legend.

Restriction sites: Bl=BamHI . B2=BglII . El=EcoRI

.

30 Hl=ii^l/ H3«HindIII, Kl=SEnI, Pl=PstI. Sl=SalI,

X1=2^I.
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Ficmre 1H;

A consensus for T-DNA constructs that can be used to
achieve gene targeting. See chapter "detailed
description" for explanation of the numbered boxes.

The following Examples only serve to illustrate the
invention and do not mean to limit the scope of its

10 applications.

Example i

yransformatinn of tobacco protor,la..;i-^ by coeulf
with AqrobactPTimn tumefacione

Cocultivation is the plant cell transformation methodm which plant protoplasts and AorobacteT-i are
incubated together and where during subsequent
regeneration from protoplast to callus selection takes
place on the transfer of T-DNA (Marton et al. , 1979;
Fraley g£ ^i., 1984).
For the experiments described below the following
protocol for cocultivation of tobacco protoplasts with
A.tumefaciens was used. Nicotian;, tabacum cv. petit
havana SRi plants were axenically grown in Magenta
boxes, filled with 50-60 ml Daichin-agar (0.6%)
solidified MS30-medium (Murashige and skoog, 1962;
contains 30g sucrose/1). Every 5-8 weeks apical
meristems of the plants were transferred to fresh
medium. Protoplasts were prepared from leaves of 5-8
week old axenically grown tobacco plants by overnight
incubation at 26''c in K3 o.4 M sucrose medium (Nagy
and Maliga, 1976), 1 % cellulase Rio, 0.1 % Macerozyme
RIO and O.i % MES. The protoplasts were washed one
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time in K3 sucrose meditun, diluted to 1X10^ cells/ml

in K3 medium containing 0.4 M glucose (K3G) and

distributed in, batches of 7 ml in 9 cm petridishes.

They were incJubated overnight in the dark prior to

5 cocultivation with the bacteria. AgroJbacterium strains

were grown at 29°C in LB medium containing 20 mg/1

rifampicin' and 50 mg/1 kanamycin. End log phase

cultures were .jdilxited in K3G medium and the bacteria

were added to the protoplasts at a ratio of

10 approximately 100 bacteria per protoplast. After three

days of cocultivation the protoplasts were embedded in

agarose disbs by mixing 5 ml protoplasts with 5 ml 0.8

% low melting-type agarose (Sigma) in SIX medium

{Muller et: al> , 1983) containing 0.1 M sucrose and 0.2

15 M mannitol. The bacterial growth was stopped by the

addition of cefotaxim and vancomycin to final

concentratioijs of 200 mg/1 and 100 mg/1, respectively.

After 10 days 15 ml SIX medium containing either 50

mg/1 kanamycin or 10 mg/1 hygromycin was added to the

20 discs. Seven days later 15 ml SXX medium with

kanamycin at: J.O0 mg/1 and hygromycin at 20 mg/1 was

added. From this moment on the medium was refreshed

weekly by replacing 15 ml old medium with 15 ml fresh

SIXX medium, (100 - 150 mg/1 kanamycin, 20 - 30 mg/1

25 hygromycin). This medium is identical to the SXI-
^ medivim except for the mannitol concentration which is

0.1 M instead of 0.2 M. The plating efficiency was

determined
;
by incubation of 1/8 peirt of an agarose

disc on liquid medium without selection. The hormone

30 regime in -the K3 and SIX media was 1 mg/1 NAA, 0.2

mg/1 BAP and 0.1 mg/1 2.4D. Xn the SXXX medium 2.4D

was omitted. Cefotaxim and vancomycin were added to

final concentrations of 200 Bg/1 and 100

mg/1/ resj^tively.
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Microcalli were harvested, from selective or non
selective medium 4 to 5 weeks after embedding the
protoplasts and were transferred to MS30 medium
(Murashige and Skoog, 1962) containing 3 % sucrose,
1.0 mg/1 NAA and 0.2 mg/1 BAP and solidified with 0.6
% agar (Daichin)

. Shoots were induced on solid MS15
medium containing 1.5 % sucrose, i.o mg/1 BAP and o.i
mg/l NAA. Solid medium also contained lOO mg/1
cefotaxim and 50 mg/l vancomycin and for selection 100
mg/l kanamycin or 20 mg/1 hygromycin was added. Shoots
were tested for Km^ or Hm*- by allowing them to root on
MSl5-medium to which 20mg/l hygro. or lOOmg/1 kana.
was added.

Example 2

Construction n-F defective. NPTIT qp.n«ag

Construction of the vectors containing different
defective NPTII genes started from the binary vector

20 PMOGEN24 (see figure 1) . This plasmid was derived from
the vector pROKl (Baulcome et al- , 1986) and contains
between the borders of the nopaline Ti- plasmid pTiT37
the genes, functional in plants, for kanamycin
resistance (Km'") and hygromycin resistance (Hm"") in

25 opposite orientation. The vector pM0GEN24 is obtained
through standard recombinant DNA techniques (Maniatis
efe al., 1982) from pROKl by cloning the coding region
of the E.pQli hygromycin phosphotransferase (Hpt) gene
(Gritz gfe ai. , 1983) as a IsssHI-fragment in the BajnHI

30 restriction site in pROKl. Consequently, the coding
sequence of the HPT gene, from 19 basepairs in front
of the translation initiation codon up to 20 basepairs
behind the translationstop codon becomes located
between the 35S CamV promoter and the transcription

J5 terminator of the nopaline synthase gene.
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Just in front of the . actual translation startcodon

(ATG) etnother ATG- codon is present. Because this first

codon might disturb translation from the actual codon

the sequence of this codon was changed into ATA via

5 oligonucleotide jautagenesis, a standard reco3nbin£mt

DNA technique. Accordingly, the BamHI sites on both

sides of the HPT fragment was deleted by filling in

using Klenow polymerase (Maniatis et al . , 1982).^

10 The SslII/fiiDdlll fragment from pMOGEN24 with on it

the right border and the Km'' gene was transferred to

the plasmid pUG12 (Messing, 1983; see figure 1) after

it had been digested with BamHI and Hindlll (Maniatis

®£ kl. /- . 1982).. . ^Subsequently, the transcription

15 termination signal of the nopaline synthase gene was

replaced by the termintion signal of the octopine

synthase gene. This resulted in the plasmid pSDM2

(figure 1). on which are located succesively: 1) the

right border of pTiT37 (RB) , 2) the promoter region of

20 the nopaline synthase gene up to the base in front of

the ATG start codon (5* NOS, Bevan et al. ^ 1983), 3)

the coding region of the NPTII gene derived from Tn5

from the SauIIla site ± 10 basepairs (bp) in front of

the ATG stcirt codon till the PstI site that is located

25 ± 370 bp behind the TGA stop codon (Beck et al. , 1982)

and 4) a 700 bp PvuII fragment that contains the

transcription termination signal of the octopine

synthase gene (3V OGS, Gielen et al. , 1984).

To siiE5)lify reintroduction of the Km'" gene of pSDM2

30 or defective mutants derived therefrom into the binary

vector^ a IQioI-linker was introduced at the EcoRI-site

(figure 1) This results in plasmid pSDM4. A Xhol-site

was introduced in the binary vector pM0GEN24 as well,

by replacing 3i §shX fragment with a 23loI-linlcer. SphI

35 cuts in PMOGEN24 just before the right border and
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within the coding region of the Km"" gene. Thus,
plasmid pSDM5 was obtained (figure 3)

.

Finally, to be able to isolate the T-DNA constructs
integrated in the plant genome by recombination via a
Lambda vector library (Maniatis et al. , 1982) , the
so-called stjeZ gene located on a EcoRl fragment
derived from plasmid ttVX (Seed, 1983) was cloned next
to the Km"" gene. Using the so-called amber/suppressor
system, also used and described by Smithies et al.

,

(1985), the Lambda phage library can be enriched for
the fragments that contain this supF gene. The EcoRl
restriction sites of the supF fragment were filled in
with Klenow polymerase and ligation of BainHI-linkers
to the fragment was followed by digestion with BamHI.
The BamHI fragment was ligated into the MlESHI site of
pSDM4, resulting in plasmid pSDM7 (figure 1).
The defective Km"" genes were derived from pSDM7 (see
figure 2). As an illustration the construction of one
of the defective genes, namely the 5'aII construct, is
extensively described below. The construction of other
defective Km"" genes is roughly indicated in figure 2.
For the construction of 5'aII, pSDM7 was cut with
restriction enzymes ^thlll.i and Xmalll, the ends were
made blunt by filling in. with Klenow polymerase and on

25 the site of deletion an EcoRl-linker (10 bp) was
inserted. Due to this modification a sequence that
codes for an active region of the NPTII enzyme
wasdeleted (Beck et al. , 1982). The sequence at the
site of the mutation was checked using the dideoxy-

30 sequencing method (Sanger et al- , 1977). Like the
other defective Km*" genes 5'aII was cloned as a
JQioI/Hindlll fragment into the vector pSDM5 that had
been cut beforehand with Xhol and Hindlll. The
resulting plasmid was called pSDM102 (figure 3, 4 and

35 8) .

20
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The 3 "A jffiutants used in the experiment described in

Example 3 are depicted in figure 5. Starting from the

intact Km^ gene located on plasmid pSDM4, two types of

constructs were made. One type was obtained by

introducing a TS bp Hindlll/BamHI fragment containing

the synthetic octopine left border sequence (figure 6)

behind the intact Km'' gene on pSDM4 . This resulted in

plasmid pSDMS . Through deletion of a EcoRV/BamHI- or a

EcoRV/gsrII-fragment respectively the plasmids pSDMS*

and 3'i.IIa were obtained. The defective gene (3 » Alia)

lacks part of the coding region of the NPTII gene and
the transcription termination signal. For the other

construct type a Hindlll/Bglll fragment, containing
the wildtype octopine left border sequence derived
from the plasmid pRAL3912 (Hoekema et al. , 1985) was
tremsferred to pSDM4 that had been digested with

Hindlll and Baml. From the obtained plasmid pSDM9 the

AccI/RsElI fragment on which part of the coding region
of the NPTII gene, the transcription termination
signal (3'OCS) and a part of the Hindlll/Bglll

fragment from pRAL3912 is located, is deleted. This
results in 3»AlIb. An intact Km*" gene with the same

border frac^ent behind the 3«0CS was obtained by

deleting; ; the ; AccI

/

BstEII fragment {pSDM9*) • The

restriction site for BsJtEII is located behind the

transcription termination signal at the end of the

3'OCS part. The constructs with an intact or defective
Km*" gene between- the right and left border

{respectively pSDM8*^ pSDM9*, 3 'Alia and 3« AlIb) were
transferr^' ISoRI/Bindlll fragment, to plasmid
pLM9g7 (see figure 7), that was cut beforehand with

ScfiRl cuid 2iBd3^;. This resulted in the binary vectors

PSDM200, psmi210, ipSDM201 and pSDM211, respectively

.
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Binary plasmids were mobilized by a triparental mating
(Ditta et aJ.., 1980) to a rifampicin resistant (rif-")

AqrobactprlnT.^ strain, that already contained a helper
Ti-plasmid without T-DNA (e.g. Hoekema et ai- , 1983;
Deblaere s£ al- , 1985). Conjugants were- selected on LB
agar medium (Maniatis et al., i989) containing 2 Omg/1
rifampicin and 50 mg/1 kanamycin.

, Aorobacteriim
strains were named after the binary plasmid they
contain.

Example

Homologous recombinatioTi in tobaccn protnm...-he
between two siTnnH-^neousi y -i ntroducp.t^ T-nwa»e

The possibility of homologous recombination between
two T-DNAs in a plant cell was tested by transforming
tobacco protoplasts with two T-DNAs, by simultaneously
cocultivating the tobacco protoplasts with two

20 different Acprobacter i dtt. strains. Both strains were
derived from the same non-oncogenic helper strain, but
harbour a different binary vector. The T-DNA of each
binary vector contained a different defective NPTII
gene, one with a deletion in the 5' part of the coding
region of the gene {pSDMl02, figure 4 and 8) and the
other with a deletion in the 3 • part of the gene
(PSDM201, figure 5 and 8). m example 2 the
construction of the different defective NPTII genes is
described in extenso .

15

25

30

Tobacco protoplasts were cocultivated according to the
procedure described in example i, with the following
strains: i) i,5xl0* protoplasts with SDM102 alone as a

35 n gative control, 2) i,5xl0* protoplasts with SDM201
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alone or SDM211 alone as a negative control, and 3}

1,5x10^ protoplasts with both SDM102 and SDM201 or

both SDMI02 and SDM211.

(Co-) transformation frequencies of the various

5 constructs were determined in a smaller experiment.

Here, . 5x10^ protoplasts were cocultivated with both

SDM102 and SDM200 or both SDM102 and SDM210. For

strain spM102 the transformation frequency was

determined by using the hygromycin resistance gene

10 present on the T-DNA of plasmid pSDM102. Strains

SDM200 and SDM210 were used to estimate the frequency

. with which the T-DNA of respectively strains SDM201

and SDM211 was transferred to tobacco cells. The T-DNA

of the binary vector of strain ,SDM200/SDM210 is

15 similar to that of SDM201/SDM211 except that it

contains an intact NPTII gene construct between right-

and left T-DNA border instead of the 3 » deleted gene.

Approximately 5-7% of the protoplasts regenerated to

callus. Of these surviving calli + 20% appeared to be

20 transformed with the 102 construct, whereas for both

the construct 200 (=201) and the construct 210 (=211)

transformation percentages were observed of ± 15%. Of

the calli that had already been transformed with one

construct (Hm"" or Km"") approximately 30% appears to be

25 transformed with the other construct (Hm'" or Km*") .

In the cocultivation experiment where protoplasts were

co-transformed with a 5 • A-construct (102) and a 3*a-

construct (201 or 211) restoration was found in 1-4%

of the co-tremsformed calli. In the negative controls

30 only one Km'' calli was obtained. This callus did not

contain a repaired Km** gene and progeny of this callus

did no longer show kanamycine resistance. A clear

difference, in transformation frequency between the 201

construct ( 3 • a ;
with ^ synth . LB ) or the 211 construct

35 (3'a with wildtype LB) was not observed.
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The obtained Km"" calli were regenerated into plants as
described in example l. in leaf extracts from these
plants NPTII activity could be detected, using non-
denaturing gels (Piatt and Yang, 1987) , at the correct
position in the gel. The plants were also analysed on
the DNA level. Accordingly, proof for the presence of
a restored Km"" could be provided.

Theoretically, the NPTII gene could have been restored
via homologous recombination in the bacterial
background. This could only be possible if transfer of
the binary vectors between the two bacterial strains
should occur. Crossing experiments described in the
following example (4) excluded this possibility.

Example 4

The control cross;ina-eyp^t;^^ori4-

To test whether transfer of binary vectors occured
between Aorobacter-iinn strains, a donor- and a
recipient-strain were coincubated for 3 days at 28 »c.
A total of lo' bacteria of each strain was mixed and
spotted on a nitrocellulose filter lying on either
solid LB medium or on a layer of tobacco suspension
cells that had been plated on solid MS30 medium
containing 0.5 mg/1 of the plant hormone 2,4D. In
addition similar coincubations were ^performed in the
presence of E. coli helper strain RK2013 which is used
in triparental matings (Ditta et al., 1980). The donor
strain SDM201 is rif and contains the binary vector
PSDM201 that carries a bacterial gene for kanamycin
resistance (Km*") . The recipient strain LBA285 is a
spontaneous spectinomycin resistant (spc*"). derivative
of strain LBA202 and does not contain any plasmid.
LBA285 behaves like a wildtype recipient for Ti-
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plasmids Inrponjugation experiments. (Hooykaas et al.,

1980). If transfer of the binary vector pSDM201 should

occur from SDM201 to LBA285, spc'^Km^ colonies would be
found on Beleaptive plates. The bacteria were plated on

LB mediuia containing 250 mg/1 spectinomycin and 50

mg/l kanasiycin after coincubation. Resistant colonies
were found at a low frequency (0.8x10'^). These were
not genuine trzinsconjugants, because they were all
rif^ Indeed, incubation of strain SDM201 alone gave
rise to spcl'rif''Km'" colonies at a compcurable frequency.

From this we concluded that these colonies represent
spontaneous spc'* derivatives of strain SDM201.

Transfer of the binary vector did occur when the donor
and recipient strain were coincubated together with
coll helper strain RK2013 (Ditta et al., 1980). This
confirmed that genes essential for efficient transfer
of binary vectors are not present in the strains used
in our transfozrmation experiments but have to be
provided in tranis to obtain conjugation. When E.coli
strain RK2013 was provided as helper, the frequency of

transfer aft^ coincubation on MS medium in the
presence of plant cells (8xl0"^/recipient) was even
lower than when coincubation was performed on
bacterial (I£) medium (ixlO'^/recipient)

.

Consequently, we can conclude that homologous
recombination between the T-DNAs had indeed taken
place, after co-introduction in the plant cell.

. Example 5

. •
.

"^^

Sowtbern blot analyses of plants derived from IQn''-

Plant DNA was isolated from not fully expsmded leaves
of plants in tiip growth room as described (Mettler,
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1987) and purified on a CsCl-gradient . The
concentration of the obtained DNA suspension was
determined by measuring the OD^^. Approximately 10 ng
of genomic DNA was used for digestion with restriction
enzymes. Following separation on a 0.7 % agarose TBE
gel (Maniatis et al., 1989) the DNA was transferred to
a Hybond N membrane (Amersham; Cat. No. RPN.303N ) by
capillary blotting and the membrane was (pre-
) hybridized according to the Hybond N protocol. Final
washing was performed in O.SxSSC, 0.1% SDS at es'c.
DNA probes labelled with [g^2p]-dCTP (specific
activity: 0.5 - Ixio' dprn/^g DNA) were obtained using
the mixed primer method (Boehringer Mannheim kit; Cat.
No. 10044 760). The chromosomal DNA isolated from
plants regerated from kanamycin resistant calli was
analysedaccording to the method described above.
Chromosomal DNA isolated from 2 transgenic plants each
containing a single copy of the 102 construct, from a
plant containing the 100 construct and from a non-
transformed N.tabacuTTi cv. petit havana SRI were used
for reconstruction.

In figure 8 is depicted which internal bands are to be
expected after digestion with EcoRI and Bell. The
5 -deletion construct (102) gives an internal band of

25 1.6 kilobasepairs (Kb), while the intact (correctly
repaired) Km"" gene should give a band of 2.1 Kb.
Digestion with Hindlll only generates so-called
junction fragments. When the probe only comprised the
3 'part of the Km-" gene (e.g. the 0.7 Kb Pvull fragment
with the 3'OCS, Gielen et ai- , 1983) integrated copies
of the 3 -deletion mutant were not observed on the
blot, which simplified the interpretation.
The expected 2.1 Kb fragment, corresponding with a
repaired NPTII gene, was present in almost all Km^
plants tested (figure 8) . In case the 2.1 Kb fragment

20

30

35
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could not be detected the presence of a repaired gene

could be shown by PCR-analysis using primers 2 and 3

(figure 8)

.

5

Exarop3.e 6

Construction of transgenic tobacco plants containing a

defective - NPTII gene as target-locus for homologous

10 rPffmhHS nation

Transgenic tobacco plants were obtained by co-

cultivating leaf discs of axenically grown tobacco

plants (Horsch et al. , 1985) with bacterial strain

15 SDM104. After
:
cocultivation, the leaf discs were

placed on solid MS30-medium with callus inducing

hormones (l^O mg/1 NAA and 0.2 mg/1 BAP) and the

antibiotics cefdtaxim (200 mg/1) and vancomycin (100

mg/1) . After one week the leaf discs were transferred

20 to callus-inducing medium with 20 mg/1 hygromycin.

Resistant calfli were cut and transferred to shoot-

inducing medium (MS15, lmg/1 BAP, 0.1 mg/1 NAA, 100

mg/1 cefotaxim and 50 mg/1 vancomycin). Shoots were

cut aiid tested for Hm'' by allowing them to root on

25 hormoneless MS30-medium with 20 mg/1 hygromycin.

The tiransgenic plants obtained with the method

described above were analysed at the DNA level (see

example 5) . Subsequently, plant lines were selected

that show^ a simple T-DNA integration pattern. Plant

30 line 104 (.,i. 6) -transformed with the 104-construct was

used as acceptor plant for the tcurgeting experiments.

This line ap^ared to have 2 T-DNA copies integrated

in inverted orientation at the same position in the

plant genome (figure 9)

.
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Example 7

Pestoyation of a dPfeetivP wptII aene in a transq^ni.^
irobacco plant via hommngnns reeombT nation us^nrr

Acnrobacterium-med lated nwi^-transfer

Protoplasts of transgenic plant 104.1.6 were co-
cultivated with Aorobacteritirn strain SDMIOI.
Cocultivations were carried out with approximately
2x10 protoplasts. To determine the transformation
frequency ixio' protoplasts were cocultivated with
AqrobacterinTTi strain SDMIOO. The cocultivation
experiments were carried out according to . the
procedure described in example 1. In two independent
experiments, protoplasts of plant line 104. were
cocultivated with an Aorobacteriim strain harbouring
the binary vector pSDMlOl. The plasmid pSDMlOl
contains a NPTII gene with a 5« deletion, next to the
hygromycin resistance marker (figure 9). The
transformation experiments resulted in 285 and 281
kanamycin resistant calli, respectively, in most of
these calli gene targeting had not occurred. Results
which are not shown here suggested that the 5' deleted
NPTII gene at the repair T-DNA had been fused to an
endogenous plant gene.

In recent articles on homologous recombination in
animal cells the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
technique is used for quick detection of a homologous
recombination event (Kim & Smithies, 1988; Zimmer and
Gruss, 1989) . Also in our experiments we used the PCR
method to screen for kanamycin resistant calli in
which an intact NPTII gene had been formed via
homologous recombination (Figure 9). A PCR with two
primers that anneal within the regions deleted in
either the target NPTII gene or the repair construct
should result in amplification (of a 979 bp size
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fragment) only if .an intact NPTII gene is present. In

this way a total nximber of 213 calli was screened.

Three, call! appeared to be PCR-positive and plants

were regenerated from these calli resulting in plant

5 lines 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

Example 8

Molecular analysis to detect targeting events,

10

The chromosomal DNA of the plant lines was analysed

using the Scruthern blot method described in example 5.

DNA was cut with the restriction .
enzymes EcoRI/BclI

and aindlll, the fragments were separated on gel and

15 subseqxiently transferred to Hybond-N meiabrane.

Hybridisation was performed with an internal NPTII

probe (the 610 bp Xmalll/RsrII fragment, see figure

8).

In plant line 1/ one of the 3' deletion mutant copies

20 of the NPTII gene present on the target locus had been

rest<?red by the incoming T-DNA via homologous

recombination. Wildtype NPTII activity could be

detected iri leaves of this plant line (Piatt and Yang,

1987), thereby confirming the presence of an intact

25 NPTII gene.

:

- Fxamp3.e 9

Construction of the SSU-fusion genes

30
; : ^

In order to isolate an active member of the SSU

multigehe family a subgenomic library of N.tabacum SRI

was constructed in lambda phage PDJII (Maniatis et

ai*/ 1982). Using a probe specific for a SSU cDNA-

35 clon of N.tabacum cv. petit havana SRI, a clone
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containing a SSU-gene with 3 introns (Mazur gt'ai.,
1985) was isolated from this library. The active gene
is located on a 2.4 Kb basepair gindlll fragment. Both
the restriction map and the DNA-sequence of the clones
isolated by us corresponded with the published data
(Mazur gfe al. , 1985). The iiindlll fragment was cloned
in PIC19H (Marsh e£ al- , 1984) resulting in plasmid
PSICI. This gene was used for the construction of
chimaeric SSU-NPTII genes (figure 10). To do this a
NPTII insertion module was constructed (clone pSDM53)
by:

a) replacing the EcoRl/jftnalll fragment of pSDM4 (see
figure i) containing the nopaline synthase promoter
and the start of the coding region by a 51 basepair
synthetic EcoRl/»nalli fragment (see figure lOB) on
which a unique BaaHI and a unique Bglll restriction
site are located.

b) removing both PstI restriction sites from the
NPTII-sequence (Beck et al. , 1982). The PstI site in
the coding region was removed by changing a G into an
A on position 1733 in the Tn5 sequence (Beck et al.

,

1982), using M13 /oligonucleotide mutagenesis
(mutagenesis kit from Biorad) . Consequently, no
changes were introduced in the amino acid sequence of

25 the NPTII protein. The other £g£i site is located
outside the coding region and was removed by cutting
with Ps£l, blunt-ending with Klenow in the presence of
dCTP, subsequently cutting with Sial and closing by
ligation. Due to this the fragment ranging from base

30 2519 till base 2656 in the Tn5 sequence (Beck e£ ai-

,

1982) of the 3« non-coding region was deleted.
For the construction of one fusion gene the 1,7 Kb
1^1 fragment of the promoterless NPTII and the 3'

OCS terminator was insert d into a IgmHI site of the
35 £fecs-gen on pSICl. The resulting plasmid pNSl

20
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contains a translational fusion between the rbcS and

the NPTII in the fourth exon of the rbsS gene.

For the construction of the other SSU-NPTII fusion in

the second exon, in pSICl the BamHI site was removed

from the fourth exon by filling in with Klenow-

polymerase This resulted in' plasmid pSIC2.

Subsequently, in the second exon of pSIC2 a new BamHI

sit^, was introduced using M13 /oligonucleotide

mutagenesis (mutagenesis kit of Biorad) . Due to this a

G was changed into a T and an A into a C, respectively

on positions 1383 and 1385 in the sequence of Mazur et

al., (1984). In the resulting plasmid pSIC3, the 1,7

Kb Balll/lamHI fragment from pSDM53 was cloned into

the new Bm^I restriction-site. The clone pNS2 thus

obtained contains a translational fusion between the

3ZbcS and the NPTII in the second exon of the rbcS-

gene.

Example 10

Construction of the binary vector PSDM14

The plasmid pSDMlO (see figure 7) served as a basis

for the construction of the binary vector pSDMl4.

Synthetic borders and. a fragment containing the

overdrive sequences were transferred to pSDMlO by the

following method. The overdrive sequence of pTiAchS is

located on a Bcll/Saci fragment (14087-14710, Barker

et al., 1983). This fragment was cloned in pIC20R

(Marsh et'^al., 1984) cut with Sad and BamHI. From

pIC20R, tiie 'oy^ as a SacI/EcoRI

fragment tp pUC19 (xSaclxEcoRI) . The resulting plasmid

was digested with Sad and Kpnl and a synthetic

KEDI/Sasl f2ragfment containing the right T-DNA border

was ligateid into it. By cutting the resulting plasmid
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With Hindlll and gEsi a HisdIII/iSEnI fragment
containing the left T-DNA border could be cloned. From
this plasmid PBINSB2 the IssRI/iyjidlll fragment was
excised. The ends of the fragment were filled in with
Klenow-polymerase, SsiH-linkers were ligated to it,
and following digestion with lalll the fragment was
ligated in pSDMlo. in this way pSDM14 was obtained.

Example 11

Clonincr of the rbes-NPTII fusion genes in dSDMIA

From pNSl and pNS2 the Hindlll fragments with the
intact fusion genes and the Pstl/Ilindiii fragments
with the promoterless rbcS-NPTII fusions were cloned
into PIC20R (Marsh et al. , 1984) , resulting in
plasmids pNTSSl, 2, 3, and 4 respectively (see figure
10) . From there, the fusion genes were ligated as
Sall/Xhol fragments in the binary vector pSDM14
(figiire ii) that had been cut with Sall/Xhol.
The resulting plasmids pNTSSll (A/B) , pNTSS12 (A/B)

,

PNTSS21 (A/B), and pNTSS22 (A/B) contain between a
synthetic right and left border of the octopine Ti-
plasmid, the intact 4th. exon fusion gene, the

25 promoterless 4th. exon fusion gene, the intact 2nd.
exon fusion gene, and the promoterless 2nd exon fusion
gene, respectively. A and B refer to the orientation
of the 20101/Sail fragment in plC20R. In figure lo only
the B orientation is depicted. The binary plasmids
were crossed to a Aorobaeteriinn helper strain that
contains the Vir-region on a helper Ti-plasmid
(example 2), resulting accordingly in strains NTSS11,
NTSS12, NTSS21, and NTSS22.
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Example 12

Site-directed mutagenesis of one of the rbcS-aenes via

cocultivation of the protoplasts of Nicotiana tabacrm

cv, petit havana SRI with Aorobacterium

In separate transformation experiments 10^ tobacco

protoplasts were cocultivated with the Aorobacterium

strain NTSS12 and with the strain NTSS22. These

strains respectively contain the promoterless 4th exon

£bcS-NPTily fiigion gene and the promoterless 2nd. exon

rbcS-NPTII fusion gene between the borders of the T-

DNA residing on the binary vector. As positive

controls 'jthe strains NTSSll and NTSS21 were

cocultivated with 10^ tobacco protoplasts . The

cocultivation method used is extensively described in

example 1. Five percent of the protoplasts regenerated

to callus and from the positive control it appeared

that 15% of the calli had been transformed. In the

cocultivation experiments with NTSS12 and NTSS22 Km*"

calli wer^ cibtained. PCR-analysis was performed on

chromosomal r)NA of poolisd tissue of 10 calli (for the

method see Lassner et al. , 1989). In some calli the

transformed T-DNA/.^ which carries the promoterless

fusion construct had recombined within the target

locxis, giving rise to a functional fusion between the

EbcS-promot;er and the structural part of the NPTII

gene. From' these calli plants were regenerated and

Southern -analysis was performed on genomic DNA

isolated from these plants. In some of these plants

the i*sS--KPTII--part of the T-DNA was found to be

correctly r";^^ integrated at the target, locus via

homologous rec mbdLnation.
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Example 13

An ^IternativP t.dwa r^n^struet to achieve gpnp
targeting to t.he> SSU Inr-np

In this part an alternative T-DNA construct to target
the SSU locus is described (figure 12). In contrast
with the SSU-NPTII fusion contructs this new construct
does not comprise a translational fusion between the
SSU gene and the coding region of the NPTII gene but
has the NPTII coding region under the nopaline
synthase promoter inserted in the 4th exon of the SSU
gene. A small portion of the SSU promoter (+365 bp) is
deleted to permit screening for recombinants via PGR.

15 In addition the T-DNA aux-2 gene is introduced into
the construct as a negative selection marker to enrich
for recombinant calli. The aux-2 gene product converts

,
a-naphtalene acetamide (NAM) to the auxin (NAA) . At
high concentrations ( 10-20 mg/1) NAM is capable to

20 promote growth of tobacco cells in auxin-free medium.
However, cells that

, contain the aux-2 gene will,
efficiently convert NAM to the more potent auxin NAA
which is toxic for plant cells at high concentrations
(Depicker et al., 1988). Thus, by using auxin-free

25 medium containing NAM at a high concentration it is
possible to select for cells, that do not express the
aux-2 gene.

30

35

A 2.5 Kb Hindlll partial of the T-DNA of pTiAchS (3390
to 5933, Barker, et al., 1983; Gielen et al., 1984)
which contains the aux-2 gene was cloned into the
Hindlll site of PIC20R (Marsch et al., 1984).
Sequences upstream of the aux-2 gene comprising the
promoter and part of the coding regon of the aux-1
gene were deleted. This was done by digestion with
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PstI (in the polylinker of pIC) ,
producing blunt ends

by using the exonuolease activity of 'Klenow'-

polyiaerase, digestion with Hindi (5721, Barker et

al., 1983; Gielen et al., 1984) and re-ligation of the

5 plasmid. In this way the promoter sequences of the

aux-2 gene were left intact. Subsequently, the aux-2

gene was cloned as a Sall/Xhol fragment into • the

unique Sail site of pNTSSllB. In the resulting plasmid

pNTSS112 the transcription of the aux-2 gene is

10 directed towards the left T-DNA border.

Plasmid pNTSSl was digested with Xhol followed by a

partial digestion with Bglll and a 3,9 Kb Xhol/Bglll

fragment was obtained that contained most of the

SSU/NPTII fusion gene exept for 365 bp which were

15 deleted from the 5' end of the SSU promoter region.

This fragment was cloned into the pUC derivative

pIC19H (Marsch et al., 1984) cut with Xhol and BamHI.

"riie BamHI insertion module containing the NPTII coding

region and the OCS terminator was replaced by a

20 Bglll/BamHI fragment which consisted of the NPTII

coding region behind the NOS promoterregion without

the right T-DNA border sequence. The construction of

this new insertion module is described below. In the

resulting plasmid pNTSS5 the transcription of the

25 NFTII gene from the NOS promoter is directed towards

the 3' end of the SSU gene which can serve as

terminator of transcription. In this way the OCS

terminator can be omitted which results in a reduction

of the size of the insertion module. The Sail/BamHI

30 fragment of pNTSS5 was isolated and ligated into the

vector part of pNTSS112 cut with Sail and BamHI. Thus,

the binary vector pNTSS512 was obtained which

contained the altemativ targeting construct (see

figure 12)

.
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For the construction of the newNPTII insertion module
the Bcll/smal fragment of pSDM4 containing the NOS
promoter and the restored NPTII coding region was
cloned into pIC20H (Marsch et al., 1984) cut with Smal

5. and Bglll. From the resulting plasmid the fragment was
excised with Xhol and BamHI and was recloned in pIC19R
(Marsch et al., 1984) cut with Xhol and BamHI.
Finally, the new NPTII insertion module was introduced
as a Bglll/BamHI fragment into pNTSSS.
The binary vector pNTSSS12 (figure 12) was transferred
via triparental mating to an Aarobaeterium strain that
contains the Vir-region on a noh-oncogenic helper Ti-
plasmid (example 2)

.

15 Example 14

, .
Transformation with T-r>NA construct of plasmid
PNTSS5-i:>.

20 Tobacco protoplasts were cocultivated with
Aqrob^cteriT^Tn strain NTSS512. To determine the
regeneration and transformation frequencies
protoplasts were regenerated with or without kanamycin
as described in example 1. Non-transformed tobacco

25 cells were cultivated on NAM containing medium to
determine the regeneration frequency on this medium.
In a larger escperiment protoplasts were cocultivated
with strain NTSS512 and grown on auxin-free medium
containing kanamycin and 10-20 mg/1 NAM. Integration
of the T-DNA construct via illegitimate recombination
in the genome of the plant cells resulted in kanamycin
resistant and aux-2* cells. Some of these cells were
able to grow on NAM-medium because the aux-2 gene was
not expressed due to incomplete integration of the T-

35 DNA or inactivation of the gene by methylation. In

30
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case the NPTII marker was inserted correctly at the

target locus via homologous recombination the aux-2

gene was lost. The resulting cells were resistant to

kanan^cin cmd the absence of the aux-2 gene enabled

5 them to grow on auxin-free medium containing a high

concentration of NAM

.

From the s|&aller control experiments it was estimated

that 5% of the initial protoplasts survived (equal for

NAA- and NAM- containing medium) and 15% of the

10 regenerated calli were resistant to kanamycin. In the

large; tai^etting experiment the regeneration of

protoplasts - on NAM-containing medium gave a 10 to 100

fold enridment for cells that did not express the

aux-2 gene. The PGR technique was used to identify the

15 calli
' obtained through the desired recombination

event. Genomic DNA was extracted from pooled tissue of

10 calli (iiassner et al. , 1989) and tested in a PGR.

The primers' used in the reaction respectively annealed

in the NPTil coding region and in the upstream region
20 of the SSU promoter that was deleted in T-DNA

construct pNTSS512. PGR will only result in

amplification pf a fragment of expected size if

recombination has occurred between incoming T-DNA and

target-locus. In fact, in several calli a

25 recombination/ event was detected. Plants were

regenerated from these calli as described and Southern

analysis was performed on these "plants and on progeny
of these plants. In a few plant lines the NPTII module

was fpiind to be ; inserted correctly via homologous

30 recombination at the tcirget locus. It was estimated

that the gene targeting frequency ranged from 10'* to

lo-^
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Deposit: j on

For the purpose of enablement the following E,coli
strains have been deposited at the "Centraal Bureau
voor Schimmelcultures" CBS at Baarn, The Netherlands:
(strain phSa; genotype: F', eii^i, hsdRi7(rk ia*k)
S11EE44, m-l, lambda", recAl, gi2A96, relAl, /\farqF>
iac2ya)U169, phi80dlasz/\M15)/

10 E. coli strain
useful for
DH5a with plasmid
construct

(Date of

Deposition)

(Deposition

Number)

15 pSDMlOO july 21 1989 CBS 348.89 pSDM4

20

pSDMlOl

pSDMlO

PSDM200/201

pSDM7

PSDM102

25 PSDM9

PSDM14

30

35

july 21st 1989

july 21st 1989

CBS 346.89

CBS 347.89

pSICl july 21st 1989 CBS 349,89

PSDM104

PSDM210/211

pNTSSll

PNTSS12

PNTSS21

PNTSS22

PNTSS512

pNTSSll

PNTSS12

pNTSS21

PNTSS22

PNTSS512
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The Acnrobacteriim strain LBA4404 , which is a good

, acceptor strain for all binary plant transformation

vectors, has already been deposited earlier (Febr.

24th. 1983) and is available via the "Centraal Bureau

5 voor Schimmelcultures" (CBS) at Baarn, The

Netherlands, Under number CBS 191.83.
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Legend

10

List of symbols and abbreviations used in the figures.

: A double lined box indicates the coding region
of the Km'" and the Hm'" gene (NPTTII and HPT) .

The non-coding region is indicated by a single
lined box.

15

5'NOS^ ^^^9=*^"^ comprising the promotor region of the
-J nopaline synthase gene (5'NOS) and the right

T-DNA border repeat of the nopaline Ti-
plasmid.

3 » NOS

20

25

30

35

40

4

SDPF

^RB

<^LB

Hm*" (gene)

: 3' region of the nopaline synthase gene
containing the signal for termination of
transcription (3 'NOS)

.

: 3' region of the octopine synthase gene
containing the transcription terminator
(3'OCS).

: Promoter region of the 35S transcript of CaMV.

: 2l0bp icoRl fragment containing the e. coli
SXjpF m

: Right T-DNA border repeat

: Left T-DNA border repeat

:
(Gene conferring) hygromycin resistance (to
plant cells)

45
Km"" (gene) : (Gene conferring) Jcanamycin resistance (to

plant cells)
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Bacterial kanamycin . resistance gene derived

from Streptococcus faecalis

Bacterial ampicillin resistance gene

DNA sequence coding for Neomycin
PhosphoTransferase II ,

DNA sequence coding for Hygromycin

PhosphoTransferase
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Claims

1.

10

15

20

A recombinant DNA capable of integrating a part
of itself into the genome of a plant host via
homologous recombination at a ' target locus,
Which recombinant DNA has the following general
structxire

,

in Which the boxes i and 7 and the connecting
lines represent DNA sequences that are capable
of functioning as a T-DNA border in the DNA
transfer process, in which box i or 7 may be
absent but not both,
in Which box 3 comprises a DNA sequence which
IS sufficiently homologous to a DNA sequence
inside the target locus and sufficiently long
to promote homologous recombination,
in Which box 4 represents a DNA sequence that
IS not homologous to sequences occurring in the
target locus, and in which the lines connecting
the boxes may represent any number of
basepairs, or no basepairs.
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A recombinant DNA according to claim i,

in wich box 1,3 and 7, and the connecting lines
are as defined in claim 1,

in which box 4 comprises a DNA sequence that is
also sufficiently homologous to promote
homologous recombination with 'its corresponding
sequence in the target locus, thereby
integrating a part of itself containing one ore
moEB mutations.

in which the lines connecting the boxes may
represent any number of basepairs, or no
basepairs

.

A recombinant DNA according to claim 1 or 2,
-having the following general structure.

in vfich box 1,3 and 7, and the connecting lines
^® as defined in the above claims,
in which box 4 represents a DNA sequence that
is not homologous to sequences occurring in the
target locus,

T^hich box 5 represents an expression
cassette which is functional in the host,
containing a positive selection gene,
in which box E comprises DNA sequences
sufficiently homologous to DNA sequences that
;are located adjacent to, or in the vicinity of
the target locus in the plant genome and
sufficiently long to promote homologous
recombination.
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A recombinant dna according to claim i or 2
having the following general structure,

10

15

in wioh box 1,3 and 7 are as defined in oiain

in Which the boxes 2 or 6 represent an
expression cassette which is functional in the
host, containing a negative selection gene
in Which box 2 or 6 may be absent but not Lth.

A recombinant DNA according to claim 4, having
the following general structure.

20

25

in wich box 1-7 and E, and the connecting lines
are defined as in the above claims,m Which box E comprises a DNA sequence which
IS sufficiently homologous and sufficiently
long to promote homologous recombination.

A recombinant DNA according to claim 1 or 2,having the following general structure,

30 Lm m m m
in Which the boxes 1-7 and E, as well as the
connecting lines are defined as in any of th
above claims.
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10

20

25

30

35

,

A recombinant DNA according to any of the
claims 4-6,

in which box 2 and box 6 represent DNA
sequences wich are not homologous with the
target locus, which serve as a stuffer sequence
inhibiting the expression of the boxes 3 and 4
after undesired recombination,
in which either box 2 or 6 may be absent but
not both,

in which box 5 may be absent.

A recombinant DNA capable of integrating a part
of itself into the genome of a plant host via
homologous recombination at the target locus.

in which the. boxes i and 7 represent DNA
sequences that are capable of functioning as a
T-DNA border in the DNA -transfer process, in
which box 1 or 7 may be absent but not both,
in which both box 3 and 4 represent DNA
sequences which are ' sufficiently homologous and
sufficiently long to promote homologous
recombination with the target locus,
in v^hich the DNA sequences within the boxes
have; the same 5- to 3- orientation as in the
target

'
lb'6us, but the order of the boxes

themselves have been changed with respect to
the situation in the target locus, resulting in
insertion of box i in the target locus after
homologous, recombination,
m which

,
the lines connecting the boxes may

represent any number of basepairs, or no
basepairs.,
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10

10.

15

11.

20

12 ,

25

A recombinant DNA according to claim 8, having
the following general structure,

in
m which the boxes l, 3, 4, 7 and i, and the
connecting lines are defined as in claim 7
in Which the boxes 2 or 6 represent an
expression cassette which is functional in the
host, containing a negative selection gene, in
Which box 2 or 6 may be absent but not both.

A recombinant DNA according to any of the
claims 4-6 or 9, in which the negative
selection gene is chosen from the group
consisting of the aux-2 gene, the cytochrome
P450 gene, the Adh gene, and the TK-gene.

A recombinant DNA according to any of the
claims 1-11, in which the positive selection
gene is selected from the group consisting of
the NPTII gene, the HPT gene, and the ALS gene.

A vector suitable for cloning in bacteria,
comprising a construct according to any of the
claims 1-11.

30

35

A vector according to claim 12, further
comprising,

an origin of replication,, allowing the
vector to replicate in its hosts,
a functional marker gene, to allow for
selection of transformed hosts,
a polyiinker site, for easy manipulating
of the vect r.
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14. Bacteria containing a vector according to claim
12 or 13.

15.

5
'

16.

20

25

30

19.

35

A plant transformation vector, containing a T-
DNA construct according to any of the claims i-
11.

A plant transformation vector according to
claim 15, in which this vector is a binary
vector.

17. Agrobacteria, or bacteria related thereto,
containing a plant transformation vector
acfcbrdang to claim 15 or 16.

15

18. A Enrocess for the preparation of plant cells
containing a defined mutation or mutations at a
selected target locus of the genome via
homologous recombination, comprising the steps
of,-;

- a) coincubating plant protoplasts or
plant parts under transforming
conditions, with AorobaeteT-i

a

or species
related thereto, containing a plant
transformation vector which comprises a

Construct according to any of the claims

- ^) identify the desired cells by
screening transformed cells at the DNA-
level for the desired recombination
event, using known methods.

A process for the preparation of plant cells
a defined mutati n or mutations at a

selected ^^irget locus f the genome via
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homologous recombination, comprising the steps
of.

or

10

15

a) coincubating plant protoplasts
plant parts under transforming
conditions, with Aorobaet^^i ^ or species
related thereto, containing a plant
transformation vector which comprises a
construct according to any of the claims
4 » 5, 6 or 9,

selecting or enriching for cells which do
not express any of the neagtive marker
genes, under conditions allowing for
selection,

b) identify the -- desired cells by
screening transformed cells at the DNA-
level for the desired recombination
event, using known methods.

A process according to claim 19, comprising,
step a) in which the construct is that
from claim 3 or 6, comprising a positive
selection gene.

step b) selecting for or enriching for
cells which do not express any of the
negative marker genes present in the
construct, and which do express the
positve selection gene, under conditions
allowing for selection,

21. A process for the preparation of plant cells
containing a defined mutation or mutations at a
selected target locus of the genome via
homologous recombination, comprising the steps

20.

20

25
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a) coincubating plant protoplasts or

^ plant parts under transforming
conditions, with Aorobacteria or species
related thereto, containing a plant

^ transformation vector which comprises a

construct according to the claims 7 or 8,

in which box 3 and 4 comprise a DNA
sequence for which can be selected or
screened for after proper homologous
recombination,

- selecting or enriching for cells that
^ do express box 3 and 4, and which do not

express the negative selection gene,
.under conditions that allow for these

: selections.

-
:

c) identify the desired cells by
screening transformed cells at the DNA-
level for the desired recombination
event, using known methods.

20

22. A process according to claim 18-21, comprising
instead of step a) the following steps,

transforming bacteria with a vector that

^
is capable of replicating . in said
bacteria, said vector containing a

recombinant DNA according to any of the
" claims l-ll,

• culturing said bacteria in medium that

;
allows for growth of the bacteria and
replication of said vector,

- isolating said vector from the bacteria
" suspension,

- transforming plants with that vector or

- P^Jt .

of that vector using direct DNA
transfdrmati n methods,

then step b)

.

I : . : -sueststuth: sheet
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23,

24.

25.

10

15

27.

A process according to claim 19, in which said
vector after isolating from the bacteria
suspension is incubated with DNA binding
proteins, under binding conditions.

A plant cell obtained through application of a
process according to claim 18-23.

Plant parts obtained through regeneration of
plant cells according to claim 24.

26. Plant material, including plants, parts of
plants, plant cells, seed, as well as progeny
obtained through sexual or asexual propagation,
originally obtained from regeneration of a
plant cell or a plant part according to claim
24 or 25.

Plant material according to claim 22, in which
said plant is selected from a group
consisisting of Solgnaceae, Leguminosge,
XZinbelliferaP

, Cruciferae, Cosmositae,
Miiaceae, Vitaseae, Comnosil-.o AsparaaanP.^

,

25
.Chepopodianp.p

, Liliassae, Orchideanp^o .

ThMSS^, Caffea, C^puybAta^PaP, and SEamingas.
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